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Abstract
Internet holds large amounts of data. This data is in many cases unstructured. The information is 
there, the problem is how to structure it so that we can quantify the data and save it in a database. 
Yaakub et al (2011) proposes a model (Opinion Integration Model) for structuring product reviews 
written by customers or opinion mining. This method is in many ways a complete base for 
structuring this type of data but it lacks a way of creating the ontology that creates a common 
language for how to interpret what the customers are talking about. This is were this paper enters 
the picture. This paper intends to extend Yaakubs et al. (2011) work with a way of developing this 
ontology. This is done by walking two different paths, one commercially grounded ontology 
development process were a web application is used as the base for the ontology, and one ontology 
development process based on a literature study of earlier research within the area. These are then 
compared by applying them in a real case were customer reviews for a television is used as input. 
These results are then used as a basis for a proposed way of creating an ontology that also is tested 
by applying the developed ontology in Yaakubs et al (2011) research on new reviews for the same 
television. The conclusion and the result of this paper is a 5-step method for developing ontologies 
for home electronic products that can be directly applied in Yaakubs et al (2011) model.
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1. Introduction
The need for business intelligence has, during the latest decades been on the rise. Executives all 
over the world have turned inwards to their own organizations with their analyzes to find tools and 
methods that can help analyze processes to streamline and raise the productivity of the organization 
(Whiting, 2003). Business intelligence (BI) is according to Watson and Wixom (2010) pp. 14 
defined as ”a broad category of technologies, applications, and processes for gathering, storing, 
accessing, and analyzing data to help its users make better decisions”. They also explain that there 
is no widely accepted definition of BI but for the purpose of their article, the earlier mentioned 
definition is useful. According to Watson and Wixom (2010) BI has two core activities, these are 
getting data in to a data mart or data warehouse and getting data out through technologies and 
applications that meet some kind of business purpose. The system isn’t limited to only showing the 
information but also includes encoding and storing it. According to Wixom and Watson (2010) BI is 
sometimes thought of in terms of applications, such as dashboards or scorecards, this is according to 
them not a complete definition since they consider the scope of BI to be broader and believes that 
the ”extract-transform-load-process” and warehousing solutions, amongst other parts, also are 
important parts of BI. As mentioned there are many types of applications and methods within BI 
and one of these are data warehousing which purpose is to store the data that the company 
generates.

Data warehousing (DW) is ”a repository of current and historical data of potential interest for 
managers throughout the organization” (Turban et al., 2011, pp. 32). Turban et al. (2011) continues 
by explaining that a DW is a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant, non-volatile collection of 
data in support of managers decision-making process. Inmon (2000) agrees in his definition of DW 
but adds that it also provides the facility for integration in a world of unintegrated application 
systems. It is the center of a BI-systems architecture.

A large part of all the data that is processed in organizations around the world today is unstructured. 
There are different bids at how large this part is. Some say that 53% of all the data is unstructured 
(Russom, 2006) and others mentions that this number is projected to increase to as much as 80% 
during 2012 (Capuccio, 2010). Which number is closer to the truth, is a question I will leave 
unanswered but that a big part of the data that an average organization processes, is of the 
unstructured kind, is something that they can agree on. Structured data is defined as data that resides 
in fixed fields within a record or file, for example relational databases or spreadsheets (Pcmag.com, 
2012). Unstructured data is, in this case, text with a meaning that a person can interpret and 
understand but an computerized application is unable to interpret. The unstructured data that is not 
stored has a value. This is something that Russom (2006) has stated when he writes that the image, 
that represents the organization that the DW creates, isn’t a correct representation of the company if 
it is not handling the unstructured data. 

The unstructured data can’t be stored in an effective way in its original shape, it has to be structured 
first. To do this data mining could be used. Hand, et al. (2001 pp. 1) states that data mining is ”the 
analysis of (often large) observational data sets to find unsuspected relationships and to summarize 
the data in novel ways that are both understandable and useful to the data owner.” In this case, the 
data sets, will be in the shape of text written by human beings. When data mining is applied to text 
it is called text data mining (TDM) (Solka, 2007). The definition is the same with the only 
exception that the data sets always are text. The basics of these technics are, with the help of 
different linguistically based algorithms, to mine the text for either the opinion of the writer or the 
written meaning of the text. This can be used to structure data coming from different customer 
reviews to be stored in an organization’s DW.
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1.1 Research area
When TDM is used to mine the opinion of the writer it is called opinion mining (OM) (Ding et. al., 
2009). Pang & Lee (2008) states that the human being always have turned to other peoples opinions 
in their decision making process. With the evolution of the Internet, the possibility to share your 
opinion with others has strongly increased. According to two studies made by Horrigan (2008) and 
comScore & the Kelsey group (2007) 81% of all Internet users in the USA turned to the Internet to 
find information about a product. The same studies show that a potential customer is ready to pay 
remarkably more for a five-star product than a four-star product. With this in mind the conclusion 
can be made that reviews, left by customers on the Internet, are important for companies. 
Customers is on one hand sharing their opinions of products this way but mainly, the customer, 
searches for information about products through the Internet. So whether or not the reviews are 
based on reality or not they are important to track. For the companies to be able to create a better or 
more appreciated product, they need to know in which areas the product excels and in which it is 
not up to par. This information is freely available on the Internet but the problem is that big parts of 
this information is unstructured. 

Yaakub et. al. (2011) specifies a model, named opinion integration model (OIM), for mining the 
opinion that these short reviews represent. Specifically they have created this method with the 
customer reviews of electronic appliances in mind and they present an example of this method 
using ten short customer reviews of a cell phone. The method is based on a number of steps and 
does not take account for the pure technical difficulties of mining this text. It only specifies the 
principles of doing this. The first step, that the method defines, is to create feature-polarity pairs 
which all contain value pairs of a feature that the reviewer has an opinion about, what the opinion 
is. Example of this could be ”Size, OK” or ”Speed, Bad”. After this these value pairs are translated 
to a language that is understandable to a computer. The features are translated and categorized 
within the boundaries of a pre-defined ontology and the polarity-part of the pair is translated to a 
lichert-scale between -3 and 3. This data is finally structured in a table that visualizes the final grade 
of the product and its features. Yaakub et. al. (2011) finally states that the OIM needs to be tested 
against other products than mobile phones. However Yaakub et al. (2011) does not define a way of 
creating the earlier mentioned pre-defined ontology and this paper aspires at filling this gap in the 
OIM.

1.2 Research question
Based on the above argumentation, the following research question has been formulated.
How can Yaakubs et al. (2011) OIM be extended to also include a way of creating an ontology for 
commercial home electronic appliances?
The following objectives need to be achieved for the aim to be fulfilled. 

Objective 1: Identify and test two different approaches for developing an ontology for home 
electronic products.
To create the best possible outcome of this objective two different approaches have been used to 
create the ontology. The first, a scientifically grounded approach, contains earlier research that 
introduces an automated way of creating an ontology. The other path is based on a commercial web 
application that indexes products with the purpose to find the lowest price for every product. This 
web application uses an advanced search and filtering mechanism that, in many ways, is an 
ontology of these products. These approaches will then result in two different ontologies that, in the 
next objective, will be compared.

Objective 2: Compare the ontologies
In this step of the project Yaakubs et al. (2011) OIM will enter the picture. The two ontologies, that 
have been developed in objective one, will now be applied in Yaakubs et al (2011) OIM. The results 
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of these two applications of the OIM will then be analyzed and compared by studying the 
categorization of the polarities.

Objective 3: Propose an extension to the OIM with respect to how to develop the product 
ontology
After the ontologies have been created and compared, the results of this analysis will then be 
compiled and a proposed way of developing this ontology will be presented.
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2. Related Work
In this chapter related work within the area will be presented. The work mentioned below directly 
or indirectly influences this paper.

2.1 Ontology development
In short, ontology is a term borrowed from the philosophical realm in which it is defined as the 
theory of objects and their ties. In the information systems development-society, the term ontology, 
is used to describe an explicit specification of a conceptualization (Gruber, 1993) an image of an 
object, its concepts, entities and the relations between these. The purpose of ontologies is to create a 
common image of the structure of certain information and this could be to simplify the common 
knowledge of something for humans but also for different computerized applications to be able to 
have a common knowledge of something.

The general area of ontology creation has been extensively researched in earlier works. Noy & 
McGuiness (2001) defines a guide which, since there is no ”correct way” of building ontologies, 
gives guidance in the creation of an ontology. They describe a process that needs to be iterative and 
is based on seven steps. 
Step 1: The first step is to determine the scope and domain of the ontology. In this step, answers to 
questions like who will use it, how will it be used and what are you modeling the ontology for, need 
to be found.   
Step 2: In many cases the domain, or parts of the domain, has already been modeled in to an 
ontology. Therefore this part is crucial, if there are already developed ontologies there is no need for 
doing it again.
Step 3: Before starting the process of defining and connecting the classes, a definition of terms 
should be done. A list of what terms will be used and how these are defined.
Step 4: In this step the classes and its hierarchies are defined. There are different methods of doing 
this (Uschold & Gruninger, 1996)
	
 Bottom-Up
	
 This kind of development process starts with defining the most specific classes of the 
	
 domain, the leafs of the model-tree. The process continues by defining a superclass that 
	
 ”holds” these classes. As the process proceeds it moves upwards in the hierarchy until it 
	
 reaches the most general classes. 
	
 Top-Down
	
 In this kind of development process the method is flipped to start by finding the most general 
	
 concepts within the domain. Thereafter the classes that are visible within the scope of that 
	
 class is defined. As the process continues it works it self down in to the most specific 
	
 classes, or as earlier named, the leafs.
	
 Combination
	
 There are also ways mentioned were these different methods can be combined. This could 
	
 mean that the process starts in the middle and works it way down and after that goes back up 
	
 to the middle and finds what superclasses could hold the middle earlier mentioned. 
Step 5: After the classes have been defined the next step is to define what properties the different 
classes have. If the list of terms made in step three has been correctly made most of the words on it, 
that weren’t used as classes, should be these properties. 
Step 6: In the sixth step the definition of facets of the slots, in the ontology, should be defined. 
There are many different facets to every slot, these need to be defined to be able to create a 
complete ontology. Example of facets that need to be handled could be cardinality, or value type.
Step 7: The final step is to create the instances of the different classes and to fill in the different 
facets of this instance.
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Although this guide is only a recommendation to be inspired by, this methodology is widely 
accepted and used. Johnson Lim et al. (2009) has used this work to help develop their method for 
creating ontologies.

Johnson Lim et al. (2009) describes a method were the purpose is to develop an ontology. They 
state that earlier work within the area has meant large amounts of manual labour and a vast 
understanding of the development process. They aspire to creating a method which is computerized 
to a large extent. They suggest using different algorithms for mining the classes and then using 
clustering to find how these are related. The work is based on creating product family ontologies 
and not single product ontologies. In this method there are five steps that, in the end is meant to 
result in a complete ontology over a product family, its products, parts, what products use what 
parts, and what parts and products is connected to what features. This method is as follows 
(Johnson Lim et al. 2009) 

a) Formation of product family taxonomy: In this step the goal is to create a hierarchy of all the 
parts that the product is built off. The suggested method for this is to analyze the bill of materials 
(BOM) in order to find which parts a certain product is built of. This step would follow the 
guidelines in step four of Noy & McGuiness (2001) process by using a top-down approach.
b) Extraction of entities: This step also follows the guidelines of step four in the earlier mentioned 
process. The difference from the previous step is that in this case the use of a mining algorithm 
helps to find terms that are commonly used and salient. This step also reflects in the earlier 
mentioned method by creating a list of domain specific terms in the same way as Noy & McGuiness 
(2001) mentions in step three of their guidelines.
c) Faceted unit generation and concept identification: Many terms that were earlier identified can be 

interpreted in different ways. A term can have more than one meaning. To counteract the 
semantical difficulties that this could present, all of these facets need to be identified. Therefore 
this step finds all the different facets for every term and also how these relate to each other. This 
process utilizes certain clustering methods to search for facets and consists of three main steps. 

1. To begin the process the application searches every sentence for the terms, that were 
identified in the previous step. If one sentence has two or more of the terms, these are 
grouped in an entity set (ES). 

2. When all sentences have been searched and the application has found and created all the 
ES the next step is to find similar ES and this is done by measuring the similarities in 
these ES by using a vector space model to measure the similarities between ES. This 
step outputs a set of clusters which contains sets of similar entities.

3. The third step has a degree of user-interaction to it. In this step the user of this 
application will analyze the set of clusters, and their contained words, and suggest a 
cluster label that will be the term that groups these features. 

d) Facet modeling and semantic annotation: This step consists of querying the earlier created 
clusters to find relations between the different products that are tested. Since this method is based 
on ontology creation for product families, this step is mostly about finding which parts of the 
different products that relate to the same entities. 

e) Formation of a semantically annotated multi-faceted product family ontology (MFPFO): After all 
the entities, relations and units are identified the modeling of the ontology begins.

f) Ontology evaluation and validation: The final step is to evaluate the ontology. Johnson Lim et al. 
(2009) compare the result of their method with an ontology of the same products made with 
another method.

Some parts of this method will inspire this paper and some will not, step f is one that will not be 
used. Testing of the ontology is an important part but in this case the testing will be done by actually 
mining reviews to see if all the opinions can be grouped and categorized under the previously made 
ontology.
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2.2 Opinion mining
Binali et al. (2009) describes a framework for opinion mining in which they describe the different 
steps involved in this process. They have identified three steps that are iterated through until a 
viable result is presented. This result shows a grade for the product and its features and makes it 
possible to compare both the product as it is and its features. The model seen in figure one shows 
how this process works. 

Fig. 1 framework of opinion mining process
Item Extraction: In this step the goal is to find what kind of item the opinion is written for. This step 
is crucial to perform because it helps to identify what the opinion is for. (Binali et al. 2009).

Feature Extraction: If we would to only search for opinions without taking the features that are 
being assessed into mind the analysis would probably become irrelevant. This theory is based on 
the fact that one bad opinion of one feature, not necessarily means that the customer thinks the 
product as a whole is bad. (Binali et al 2009) Therefore, in this step the goal is to find all features 
that the opinion handles. If an opinion is about the screen size, battery time or the applications for 
e.g. a mobile phone. 

Feature Sentiment: In this step the goal is to find what the opinion writer thinks of the feature, or as 
term earlier used, the polarity of the opinion. 

Item Sentiment: This step handles the overall sentiment for the product, e.g. the overall opinion of 
the customer for the product. This is an area that has been widely researched according to Binali et 
al. (2009) and this is an important part of this research. Even though the purpose of the work that 
Binali et al. has done is to make a lower granularity sentiment based on the features they still 
maintain that the item sentiment also is important information. 

Comparison: When the analysis of in the first steps is done the item can be compared to other items. 
In this case, both by comparing the items and the customers opinions on these as well as the 
features of the items and the opinions on these.
Since this paper is focused on mining features from a predefined product, or item, the item 
extraction-step is not needed. The part that handle comparison of items and features is also an area 
which this paper doesn’t handle. The remaining parts of this theory is used by Yaakub et al (2011) 
in their method for integrating opinions into customer analysis models.
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2.3 The Opinion Integration Model
The principles upon which Yaakub et al (2011) base their OIM on originates in three basic steps, all 
with the purpose of turning unstructured data, in the form of text, into structured data. The first step 
is to turn the text into feature-polarity pairs. Yaakub et al. (2011) states that they, at the point were 
they were when they wrote the article, weren’t 100% finished with the algorithm and therefore they 
performed this step manually. Yaakub et al. (2011) pp.94 exemplifies ten opinions which is shown 
below.

1) This mobile phone is very good. 
2) The size is ok but the color and its applications are very bad.
3) Everything is same as its previous model but this one is smaller and lighter. I like it.
4) The phone came huge but extremely cool after putting the case!
5) Battery life, screen, radio, and accessories are very bad.
6) It has excellencies in Speed, Slimness and Sharpness.
7) Price, build quality, and battery life are bad. 
8) Beautiful display, fast and responsive. 
9) Camera and video quality need to improve. 
10) Screen is excellent and also the speed. 

As mentioned earlier these are then paired into value pairs were every feature that is described is 
paired with the opinion polarity that the opinion writer has described. This is step one of the process 
and results in the following list of feature-polarity pairs.

1)  {mobile phone, very good} 
2)  {size,ok}, {color,very bad}, {application, very bad} 
3)  {smaller, like}, {lighter, like} 
4)  {phone, huge}, {case, cool} 
 {battery, very bad}, {screen, , very bad}, {radio, very bad}, {accessories, very bad}
6) { speed, excellent }, {slimmer, excellent }, {sharpness, excellent }
7)  {price, bad}, {quality, bad}, {battery, bad}
8)  {display, beautiful}, {connectivity, fast}, {connectivity, responsive}
9)  {camera, need improve}, {video,need improve} 
10)  {screen, excellent}, {connectivity, excellent}

The second step is to group the features into the ontology-specified attributes and translate the 
polarities to integers. These steps create what Yaakub et al. (2011) calls Attribute-Polarity pairs, or 
AP. In this part, the need for an ontology to describe what features there are and how these should 
be categorized, becomes imminent. This step results in a table that can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1 with Attribute-polarity pairs.
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The fourth and final step is to insert these values into the matrix table that shows the results. The 
final result is seen below in Table 2.

Table 2 containing matrix with results of OIM.
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3 Research Approach
The first part of this chapter contains a description of how this study is going to be performed. 
Later parts of this chapter contains a description of how the work was performed step by step.
3.1 Research Method
The purpose of this work is to extend the OIM that Yaakub et al. (2011) propose by also 
implementing a way of creating the underlying ontology. This goal will be achieved through testing 
two different approaches to find which one is most suitable or if there is a preferred combination of 
different approaches. This will be achieved through a study of a methodology based on earlier 
scientific research and a commercial web application. The result of these separate ways can then be 
compared by applying them in Yaakubs et al. (2011) OIM.

A case study is a suitable method when the research question involves answering the question, 
”how”. (Yin, 2009). The research question at hand addresses how to extend the functionality of 
Yaakubs et al. (2011) OIM and this will be done through a case study using different sources, both 
scientific and commercial, to extend the methodology. Yin (2009) also mentions that the method, 
case study, is good to use when there is a need for an in-depth analysis of the domain. In this case 
the need for an in-depth analysis of the domain is obvious since Yaakubs et al. (2011) OIM is as 
advanced as it is. This case study involves three different studies were, except for the earlier 
mentioned main study, one of them is more or less a literature study of Johnson Lims et al. (2009) 
research which will then be compared to the results of a study of a commercial web application 
were analysis of how the user interface is structured and were certain assumptions will be made. 
The questions as to how this application functions is also answered by asking one of the specialists 
at the company that created this web application. Since the very nature of this web application is 
commercial there are limitations to the depth of these answers, the company does not wish to share 
all of their secrets, but the basic functionality of the feature selection process will be described. 
Since both, Johnson Lims et al. (2009) method and the commercial web application contains 
advanced technical features and underlying assumptions made by the researchers and developers, 
the need for an in-depth analysis of all the facets of these projects is needed, hence the use of case 
study as a research method. Through the multiple steps that this case study involves, and the 
different ways of performing these steps, triangulation can be achieved. According to Schramm 
(1971) there are many different types of case studies but the central tendency of all case studies is 
that they try to illuminate a decision, or a set of decisions, why they were taken, how they were 
implemented and what the results were. In this definition the focus lays on the decision, this varies 
from definition to definition and the focus of the definition range from ”individuals” to 
”institutions” and ”events” (Yin, 2009). Since this paper puts the focus on which way to create the 
ontology, and why the chosen way, or both ways is the way to go, this choice of research method is 
appropriate.

There are arguments for using other methods, for example a more unmitigated literature review, but 
since this paper aims at complementing a method which has a clear cut purpose there are to many 
facets to involve for a literature study to be complete enough. The work that has been done in the 
area is simply not generalized enough to apply to this specific case.

To summarize this chapter this study contains a literature study of Johnson Lims et al. (2009) 
method which inspires a scientifically based method of creating an ontology. This ontology is then 
compared to an ontology created through a study of a commercial web application which is studied 
both through analysis of the user interface but also through questions asked to a specialist at the 
company that administers the web application. These ontologies will then be used in a case study  
were Yaakubs et al. (2011) OIM will be applied to a commercial home electronics product. The 
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results of this step of the process will then be analyzed and this analysis will act as the foundation 
for a proposed way of creating an ontology that can be used in the OIM.

3.2 Research Process
For the purpose of structuring this paper the objectives stated in the research question will create 
the structure for this method chapter. 

3.2.1 Ontology development 
As McGuinnes (2001) mentions in his guide to ontology development, the first step of the process is 
to determine the scope and domain of the ontology. In this case this meant determining what 
commercial home electronic product the ontologies would represent. There were a couple of criteria 
that this product needed to fulfill. 
Criteria one: The product needed to have a great deal of customer reviews written about it: Since 
the evaluation of the ontologies will be done through analysis of customer reviews there is a need 
for an adequate base for this analysis.
Criteria two: The product needed to be on sale in Sweden: Since the commercial web application 
that the commercially based ontology will be based upon only indexes products on sale in Sweden, 
and the product must have been indexed by the application, it needs to be available on the swedish 
market.
Criteria three: The product needs to have a large base of information surrounding it, both through 
professional reviews and through support documentation like a user manual.

Following the criteria specified above the product chosen is an LCD-TV. This TV is made by LG 
and its model name is 42LK450. It is a 42 inch television that has a large amount of customer 
reviews that has a wide spread between good and bad grades and different kinds of reviews in 
regard to their extent and professionalism. There are much information of the product since it has 
been available on the market for some time and many, both professional and, customer reviews and 
the product still has support documentation available from its manufacturer. 

 
3.2.1.1 Develop scientifically grounded ontology
It was upon Johnson Lims et al (2009) research, and its references, that the scientific method of 
ontology creation was based in this paper. There have been more research done within this area but 
the reason why this article was chosen as a reference was because of its ambitions to automate the 
process as far as possible. Johnson Lim et al. (2009) describes that the method is an enforcement of 
earlier research within the area but with the difference that they apply a higher level of automation 
to it. Since the aim of this paper is to extend Yaakubs et al. (2011) OIM and this is a method that 
should aspire at becoming as automated as possible, it was of importance that the automated facets 
of the solution was maintained. The sources used for extracting these terms came from different 
directions. Some was describing reviews of the product, some came from the documentation of the 
product, for example manuals. These multiple sources brought validity to the ontology since its 
content wasn’t only based on the manufacturers documentation nor only on reviews from external 
reviewers which could have led to ontologies that only covered some facets of the product. More 
directly the products official users manual were used together with the ten most useful reviews from 
Amazon. Amazon was used because of its popularity. According to Alexa.com(2012) Amazon.com 
is the tenth most popular website in the world. Of the nine websites that is more popular none 
handles customer reviews. It has been chosen simply based on its size and offering of reviews. 
Amazon has a system for users to grade the reviews according to how useful the review were. The 
most useful often contain much information and a ”professionally” influenced structure. These 
sources were then combined with professional reviews from CNET (2011), Robinson (2011) and 
Lee (2011). Since professional reviews, in contrast to customer reviews, often contain complete 
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descriptive information of the products positive and negative sides together with specifications of 
the products, this source of information for the script to use was chosen. The reasons for using these 
web applications was based on the PageRank-algorithm by utilizing Googles search functionality 
were the top three results containing product reviews at the time of the search were these three. 
Since these reviews needed to be helpful and well written with relevant information, the selection 
process was based on the PageRank-algorithm which utilizes a number of different key values to 
figure out how relevant different webpages are to the search term inserted by the user.  To find these 
reviews, with help of Google, the search term used was ”LG 42LK450 Review”.

Johnson Lims et al. (2009) method has already been described in the chapter called ”related work” 
but, how this method was implemented in this case, is described in short below. 
The first step of the process was to create a list of terms. This was done through a script that 
searched through different data sources to find often used terms. The data sources that have been 
used is expert reviews from three different web applications which, not only reviews but also, 
describes the products and its features. These sources were combined with parts of the user manual 
for the product and the most helpful reviews from amazon.com. These terms were then ranked 
according to how often they were used in these texts. After removing words that had no obvious 
connection to the products features the result were a list of terms that then could be used to create 
the features. 
After this step these terms were filtered to find duplicates and words that referred to the same thing. 
The script is based on the concepts described in Johnson Lims et al (2009) work and developed for 
this purpose only. The script is described and quoted below.

$words = explode(" " , $raw_data);
After compiling all the sources of text into one string called ”$raw_data” the string is then split into 
an array containing containing every word in the text.

foreach($words as $key => $val){
 $word = $val;
 $i = 1;
 foreach($words as $key2 => $val2){
  if($word == $val2){
   $i++;
  }
 }
 if($i> 0){
  $array[$val] = $i;
 }
}
This loop takes every word in the array; searches for this word in the rest of the array and if it finds 
this word it iterates the variable ”$i” by one, by this creating a counter that counts how many times 
it finds this word. Finally it puts the word and its count into an array were the word is the key and 
and the value is the count. 

asort($array,$sort_flags = SORT_NUMERIC);
The next step is to sort the array with the words after the value so that the most used words comes 
first.

The next step was to remove words that obviously had nothing to do with the features. For example 
this could be words like ”and” or ”or”. There were also some words that needed to be grouped with 
other words to create a feature as was the case for features like ”wall mount included” and ”audio 
playback ability”. After this the bottom-up approach, earlier described, were used to create the 
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ontology. Every term was interpreted to create features, for example the term ”1080p” referenced 
the feature ”resolution”. This created a list of features that these terms referenced. To keep working 
up the hierarchy the next step was to create summarizing feature groups (FG) in which these 
features could be categorized. These feature groups then created the main FG of the ontology. 
Underneath is a couple of reviews exemplified to show the process. 

Table 3: Sample of the scientifically grounded method were terms transform from term to feature 
group.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
HDMI A/V Inputs Connectivity
Stand Included Accesories Functionality
Wall Mount Included Accesories Functionality
Remote Included Accesories Functionality
Apps Applications Functionality
Surround Mode Audio compatibility Audio
Step 1 is the terms that was extracted with the script, step 2 is the feature that this term represents 
and step 3 is the FG that this feature is grouped in. The FG in step 3 then becomes the children 
nodes of the top level in the ontology.

3.2.1.2: Develop commercially grounded ontology
As McGuinnes (2001) mentions in his guide to ontology development the second step of the 
process is to see if an ontology already has been created. In this case, and for many other 
commercial electronic products, the foundation for an ontology was already created in the 
commercial sector. The commercially developed ontology was based on a product search function 
on a web application. This search application is not built to be an ontology but since its purpose is 
to filter products after its features there is a clear connection between these. The web application 
that have been used is called Prisjakt. Prisjakt is a price comparison application were a customer 
can search on a product and find which reseller has the lowest price. The reason why this specific 
application was used was because of its unique basis of attributes to filter the results by. There are 
other applications were a customer can search for products and find the lowest price but they do not 
have as many filterable attributes.

To study the underlying functionality of the feature extraction process for this application, the user 
interface of the application was studied. To triangulate, one specialist at the company that created 
the application was also contacted with questions regarding the extraction of features and in what 
way these features are selected as filters for the search functionality. The specialist was chosen by 
the company to answer these question, they simply believed that this certain individual was best 
suited to answer these questions. 

The questions asked were:
Is there any scientific base for the categorization of the attributes that the user can filter search 
results by?
How is the product attributes selected?
How do you find the product attributes?
How do you search for new attributes?

The specialist’s answers are summarized and translated below.
There are no scientific base for the function. Prisjakt simply analyzes which features can be 
extracted from the products documentation. In this step of the process there are no reason to be 
selective among the features. After this the extracted features are ranked according to their 
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popularity in search terms and from the popularity of the product that has the feature. For example 
if many customers search for a product in their ”super-search”, their unstructured text-search 
function on the main page, and then clicks this product to see its details, that products features will 
be ranked higher and will be more likely to show up in the features list. This process is iterative and 
as new products enter the market, new features will be added.

The application has indexed a large amount of products and dealers and since the amount of 
products is so big, the search functionality in this application needs to be very ample and complete. 
The search application has a large amount of different features which the customer can filter the 
search results by. Figure four illustrates some of the attributes that a customer can filter by. After 
analyzing the commercial application the need for some filtering and reworking of terms was 
imminent. Some of the features were boolean and needed to be summarized to find the term that 
they are described by. For example ”Dolby-support” needed to be translated to ”audio support”. 
Some FG were also combined since there were not enough features in them to create a whole new 
group. Finally there were a group of features that did not belong to any group, these were placed in 
the FG that was most suitable. 

Fig. 1: Screenshot of some of attributes in the search function of prisjakt.se

3.2.2 Compare the ontologies
The two ontologies that had been created at this point, was then applied to the OIM that this paper 
intends to extend. The process, defined by Yaakub et al (2011), have been described in its whole in 
the chapter named ”related work”, hence the some what short description below. 
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The process started with extraction of the reviews that was going to be used. The reviews were 
extracted from Amazon.com and the reason that this specific application was used was because it 
was a rich source of mixed reviews, some short, some long and also a great difference in what the 
customers think. The chosen amount of reviews were 30, since there can be more than one opinion 
in every review there was a need for a limitation. To get a random selection of reviews, in regard of 
there opinion, they were selected based on the date they were submitted. The 30 latest reviews were 
chosen. If this method were used for commercial purposes there should be a strive to use the newest 
reviews since these have a larger potential to handle features that are relevant to that time-period. 
For example older reviews could complain about the TV not being able to connect to a Nintendo 
Entertainment System. This is not something that should be relevant for most users in 2012 and 
therefore the reviews need to be current. These 30 reviews were then extracted to create sentences 
containing opinions and features. The next step was then to extract the features and the opinion the 
writer had about the feature. As earlier mentioned, the next step was then to group these features 
within the earlier created ontologies and transform the opinions into polarities between -3 and 3. 
These results were then compiled in the two different result matrixes that, except for the data points 
specified by Yaakub et al. (2011) also, included a counter displaying how many reviews were 
categorized in the different FG. This process were performed with the same reviews in two different 
cases with the two different ontologies to create two results which were then compared. The picture 
below illustrates the process and exemplifies for educational purposes. The rest of the process is 
viewable in Appendix 3.

Table 4: Sample of reviews being processed in to quantitative reults with the OIM.
Step 1 Step 2Step 2 Step 3 Comm. OntStep 3 Comm. Ont Step 3 Scien. OntStep 3 Scien. Ont
Review

It is an amazing picture!
Excellent value for the money
the 37" is the perfect size for my 
apartment. It doesn't overwhelm the room
Very good image quality
Good amount and variety of conectionsGood amount and variety of conections

Attribute Polarity Feature Polarity Feature Polarity
Picture Amazing Video 3 Video 3
Value for moneyExcellent General 3 General 3
Size Perfect Design/Dim 3 Format 3

Image Quality Very good Video 2 Video 2
Conn amount Good Connections 1 Connectivity 1
Conn Variety Good Connections 1 Connectivity 1

In step 1 the review is written as it was. In step 2 this review has been split up into the attribute that 
the review handles and the opinion of the writer. There are two different step 3, in the one called 
”Step 3 Comm. Ont” the attribute have been grouped according to the commercially grounded 
ontology and in the other the attribute have been grouped according to the scientifically grounded 
ontology. The polarities are, as they should, the same for both the ontologies but the feature 
extracted differentiates.

3.2.3 Propose and evaluate method for ontology development 
The result matrixes created in the last step of the process was then analyzed. The analysis meant 
looking at how these opinions were grouped. If many reviews were grouped in the same FG it could 
mean that this FG needed to be split up in smaller FG or that some features needed to be moved to 
other FG. There could also be empty FG which could mean than these FG were redundant and 
should be removed. The results of this analysis were then used to propose an extension to Yaakubs 
et al. (2011) OIM based on a combination of the two different ontologies that uses the strengths and 
minimizes the weaknesses of the two ontologies. The scientifically grounded method of Johnson 
Lim et al. (2009) is combined with the strengths of the web applications complete list of features. In 
the process specified by Johnson Lim et al. (2009) the initial list of terms is used as the base for the 
bottom-up process that creates the ontology. This list of terms will determine the completeness of 
the ontology since it determines with features will be covered. The terms list used in the earlier 
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process is used again but this time it is complemented with the terms and features that make up the 
list of features that the customer can filter its search results by. The features that, in the earlier 
iteration of the process, was placed under other was also added to the terms list.
 
Finally the proposed method for developing an ontology was than evaluated by applying the created 
ontology to Yaakubs et al. (2011) OIM using the 30 next newest reviews from amazon.com in the 
same manner as earlier specified.
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4 Analysis & Results
Since every step of this process results in some kind of analysis the structure of the method chapter 
is maintained through the analysis-chapter to create a clear image of what results came from what 
steps of the process. For the sake of maintaining an understandable structure some of the objectives 
results will also be presented in this analysis.

4.1 Ontology development
Since there are two different ontology development processes these will be separately analyzed.
4.1.1 Scientifically grounded ontology
This process meant performing an earlier mentioned bottom-up process were terms is transformed 
into features which is then performed into feature groups. All the terms that have been processed 
will not be described but the below terms, and their respective features, will be described below 
with the purpose to illuminate how the bottom-up process works.

Table 5: Sample of terms and their respective referred features used in the bottom-up process of the 
scientifically grounded method.

Term Feature

HDMI A/V Inputs
Stand Included Accesories
Analog Audio In Audio Input
3.5mm Audio Input Jack Audio Input
3.5mm Headphone Jack Audio output
audio Audio quality
Bass Bass
Color Color
DVD Compatibility
PC Connectivity
contrast Contrast
controls Controls
Depth Depth
Equalizer Equalizer
Height Height
Noise Noise
Number of Speakers Number of speakers
Online Features Online
USB Other inputs
In the following list the above mentioned terms will be described.
HDMI is a kind of connection standard which handles both audio and video. The feature that this 
term refers to is ”Audio/Video Input”.
Stand Included is a term that handles if a stand for the TV was included and how this stand 
functioned. The feature that this term refers to is ”Accessories”.
”Analog audio in” is a connection standard with which a user can connect for example a DVD 
players audio output. Therefore refers to the feature ”Audio input”.
”3,5mm audio input jack” is a type of analog audio input and therefore it refers to the same feature.
”3,5mm headphone jack” is a connection standard with which a user can connect headphones to the 
TV. This term refers to the feature ”Audio output”.
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Audio is another word for sound and this refers to the attribute ”Audio quality”.
Bass is already an attribute, hence there is no need for translation.
Color is already an attribute though it can refer to two different features or attributes. In this case it 
refers to the color in the picture and not the external color of the TV.
DVD is a standard format for digital media and it refers to if the TV has a DVD player built in and 
how this functions. The feature referred to is compatibility.
PC refers to the possibility to connect the TV to a PC and how this works if its possible.
Contrast is already an attribute.
Controls refers to the buttons on the TV or the remote control. How these work and other 
functionality connected to this. 
Depth can refer to different features or attributes but in this case it is assumed that it refers to the 
physical depth measurement of the TV.
Equalizer is a sound setup function that refers to if the TV has this functionality or not and how this 
works. 
Height, noise and ”number of speakers” already are attributes or functions which means that there is 
no need for translation. 
Online features refers to if the TV has any built-in online features, for example Youtube or 
Facebook applications.
USB is a connection standard with which a user can connect for example a USB stick with pictures 
on it to watch on the TV.
The rest of these terms and their referred features can be seen in Appendix 1.

These features were then grouped in FG. The names for these groups has no direct meaning but for 
the purpose of identification. They could just as well be called ”FG1” - ”FG7”. The FG are 
described below the table. 

Table 6: Ontology developed with the scientifically grounded method
Connectivity Standards Audio Video User-friendly Format General
A/V Inputs Audio compatibilityAudio quality Color Controls Depth Price
Audio Input Compatibility Bass Contrast Accesories Height Technic
Audio output Online Equalizer Hertz Size Multimedia
Connectivity Resolution Noise Image quality Weight Storage
I/O Standard compliant Number of speakers Noise Width Applications
Inputs Treble Refresh rate
Other inputs Watt Resolution
Other output Sepia
Video Inputs Video Format

The grouping of these features are based on the writers domain knowledge. Many of them are 
obvious, like color, contrast, or noise. but some like online, resolution and applications are less 
obvious. The most obvious features were grouped first. After this the remaining features were 
analyzed a second time to see if any of them could fit in the FG created in the first group. The FG 
were not, at this point, named anything. Features that resemble each other were simply grouped. 
This process iterated a few times and the remaining features were placed in the FG ”general”. After 
this the groups were named according to the features that they held.
Since all these FG, and the grouping of features within in these, are based on the experience and 
knowledge of the writer of this paper these FG are described below.
General: This FG holds those features that does not deserve a FG of their own but doesn’t fit in any 
other FG. In this case these are price, storage etc. Multimedia could have been grouped in standards 
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but in this case the choice was made that this is a feature that, in the eyes of a customer, can be 
referred in other ways to and therefore it is grouped under general. 
Format: This FG holds those features that describe the outer format of the product. Depth, width, 
weight etc.
User-friendly: This FG holds those features that make life easier for the user. These are controls 
and accessories. This is a big part of what  a user has opinions about and even though there are only 
two features in it this FG I believed to be important to split out from for examle ”general”.
Video: This FG holds those features that describe different aspects of the image that the TV 
produces. Examples of these features is contrast, sepia and resolution.
Audio: This FG holds those features that describe the sound produced by the tv. 
Standards: This FG holds those features that describe how well the tv complies to all the different 
standards for example resolution standards like 1080p or audio standards like Dolby surround. Most 
of these features can be grouped under other FG but the assumption has been made that customers 
probably will refer to standards in their reviews.
Connectivity: This FG holds those features that describe different ways of connecting to the tv. for 
example if it supports HDMI connection, audio inputs and outputs etc
Lastly there is a FG called ”Other” that represents those features that do not fit in the other FG. 
This FG is not represented in the model above but it does not, at this point, hold any features and 
therefore it is not needed.

4.1.2 Commercially grounded ontology
The grouping of these features are based on the categorization of features in the application. Below 
screenshots illustrate how these are categorized by the application.

Fig. 2: ”Bildegenskaper” translates to the FG ”Video” and below it, some of its features.

Fig 3: ”Anslutningar” translates to the FG ”Connections” and below it, some of its features.
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Fig 4: ”Allmänt” translates to the FG ”General” and below it, some of its features.

Using this categorization the ontology was developed. This ontology is presented in the model 
below.

Table 7: Commercially grounded ontology
General Connections Video Decoders Design/Dimension

Energy class Audio inputs PIP Image support Ext color
THX Audio outputs Image format Audio support Width
TV-rec analog Power input Back/edge-light Audio standards Depth
TV-rec digital Video input Contrast Video support Height
Price A/V-input Color depth DVR Weight
Power Consumption Placement of I/O Dynamic contrast

Storage ports Type of panel
Response time
Refresh rate
Resolution
Image size
Backlight

Functions/comm Compatibility Storage Audio Enviroment
Applications Hertz Harddrive Speakers Enviromentally safe
Other functions Video frequency Memory card Audio support
Wifi DLNA DVD
LAN 3D Blu-ray
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General Connections Video Decoders Design/Dimension
Remote control HD

2D to 3D
3D glasses
Video format
Subtitles
VESA-mount

Since these FG is based on how the features are categorized by the web application, the reasons for 
grouping them as they have is unknown. Initial analysis shows that this ontology has more features 
but also more FG even though some are paired, like design and dimension. It would seem that this 
ontology is more complete and since the base for the selection of these features comes from a 
ranking system that, according to the specialist at the company that administers the application, 
takes in account the popularity of the products and features.

4.2 Compare ontologies
All the reviews will not be described but to illuminate the extraction process a sample of the 
reviews will be. Below is a table were the process is shown. The sentence with the written review is 
to the left and the attribute and polarity is to the right. Some of the reviews have been hard to 
categorize exactly what the writers have referred too but in these cases certain assumptions have 
been made. 

Table 8: Sample of the reviews in the first step of the OIM
Review

1 The set up is fairly easy although I found the manual to be lacking 
in more detail.

1 The set up is fairly easy although I found the manual to be lacking 
in more detail.

2 The HD picture is just AWESOME and BEAUTIFUL.
3 The sound is better than good, but not great.
4 It's a nice, no-frills TV
5 Set-up was easy
6 The picture offers numerous presets and lots of adjustments.
7 The sound is the only thing I'm not content with.
8 compared to those of the past its a great unit
9 I like this unit because of the features and the productivity of the 

unit itself
10 the video board has multiple inputs and outputs,
11 rendering seems to work out very nicely for regular HD, as well as 

Blu Ray
12 Had a little trouble attaching the stand to this as the screws included 

were too short.
13 The remote is nice as well.
14 Nice picture but not great.
15 this is probably one of the cheapest 42' LCD TV out there in the 

cyber world

Attribute Polarity
Set up Fairly Easy
Manual Lacking detail
HD Picture Awesome, Beauti
Sound Bet good and great
TV Nice, no-frills
Set up Easy
Adjustments Lots
Sound Not content with
Unit Great
Features Good

I/O Multiple
HD Rendering very nicely

Stand Attachm. Troubling

Remote Nice
Picture Bet nice and great
Price Cheapest

When this step had been performed the next step was to translate the attribute-polarity pairs into 
feature-polarity pairs. This process was performed both for the commercially grounded ontology 
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and the scientifically grounded ontology. The attribute is grouped according to the ontology used 
and the polarity in the left column is translated into numbers in the right column.

Table 9: Table describing the process of translating attribute-polarity pairs into feature-polarity 
pairs based on the scientifically grounded ontology.

Attribute Polarity Feature Polarity
1 Set up Fairly Easy Other 11

Manual Lacking detail Other −1
2 HD Picture Awesome, Beauti Video 3
3 Sound Bet good and great Audio 2
4 TV Nice, no-frills General 1
5 Set up Easy Other 2
6 Adjustments Lots User-friendliness 2
7 Sound Not content with Audio −1
8 Unit Great General 3
9 Features Good General 1
10 I/O Multiple Connectivity 2
11 HD Rendering very nicely Video 2
12 Stand Attachm. Troubling User-friendliness −2
13 Remote Nice User-friendliness 1
14 Picture Bet nice and great Video 2
15 Price Cheapest General 3

Table 10: Table describing the process of translating attribute-polarity pairs into feature-polarity 
pairs based on the commercially grounded ontology.

Attribute Polarity Feature Polarity
1 Set up Fairly Easy Other 11

Manual Lacking detail Other −1
2 HD Picture Awesome, Beauti Video 3
3 Sound Bet good and great Audio 2
4 TV Nice, no-frills General 1
5 Set up Easy Other 2
6 Adjustments Lots Functions/Comm 2
7 Sound Not content with Audio −1
8 Unit Great General 3
9 Features Good Functions/Comm 1
10 I/O Multiple Connections 2
11 HD Rendering very nicely Video 2
12 Stand Attachm. Troubling Other −2
13 Remote Nice Functions/Comm 1
14 Picture Bet nice and great Video 2
15 Price Cheapest General 3

The complete list of extracted review can be seen in Appendix 3.
The reviews chosen resulted in 38 different opinions, some of the extracted reviews handled more 
than one opinion and therefore there are more than 30 opinions. The ontology created with the 
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scientifically grounded method, applied to Yaakubs et al. (2011) research, resulted in a result matrix 
that is presented below.

Table 11: Result matrix with the results from when the scientifically grounded ontology were applied 
to the OIM

Attribute PolarityPolarityPolarityPolarityPolarityPolarityPolarity OGC Orientation Amount of opinions

Connectivity
Standards
Audio
Video
User-Friendly
Format
General
Other

−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3
2 1 4 Positive 3

0 Positive 0
1 2 3 Positive 3
3 5 3 16 Positive 11

1 1 2 3 5 Positive 7
1 1 1 3 Positive 3

3 3 12 Positive 6
2 1 2 3 Positive 5

There are 38 opinions that have been mined and this method illustrates that these reviews have been 
mostly positive about the product. The reviewers are especially happy about features grouped in 
”video” and ”general”. In this case the price were grouped in ”general” and since the product is a 
low-price product many reviews were positive about the price. 

What this result also implies is that the ontology is fairly complete since there isn’t many reviews 
that are grouped in the category ”other”. The most common feature that had to been grouped in 
”other” was how the setup process for the TV was. This feature needs to be implemented in the 
ontology. This result also shows that the FG ”standards” have no review at all categorized in it. This 
could mean that this is an redundant FG and that it might not be needed. For the decision to remove 
this FG to be final there is a need to analyze more reviews. Other than a couple of exceptions the 
features are distributed fairly even between the FG.

The ontology that was based on the commercial web application, when applied to Yaakubs et al. 
(2011) OIM, resulted in result matrix that is presented below.

Table 12: Result matrix with the results from when the commercially grounded ontology were 
applied to the OIM

Attribute

General
Connections
Video
Decoders
Design/Dim
Functions/Comm
Compatibility
Storage
Audio
Enviroment
Other

PolarityPolarityPolarityPolarityPolarityPolarityPolarity OGC Orientation Amount of opinions
−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3

2 3 11 Positive 5
2 1 4 Positive 3

3 5 3 16 Positive 11
0 Positive 0

1 1 1 3 Positive 3
1 2 1 3 Positive 4

0 Positive 0
0 Positive 0

1 2 3 Positive 3
0 Positive 0

1 2 2 4 6 Positive 9
These results are some what more spread out than the earlier results. The FG ”general” and ”video” 
is overrepresented as it was in the other ontology, but the rest of the features are spread out between 
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more different FG and there is also more features grouped under ”other”. There are also many FG 
that are empty and this points to this ontology being less grounded in the reality of customer 
reviews and more focused on filtering results by which features a customer wants, as the purpose of 
the source is. 

The scientifically based ontology was correctly split up in the FG, it had relevant data points that 
could be interesting for a producing or retailing company to store in their data warehouse. It also 
covered most parts handled by the reviews which made it somewhat complete. The commercially 
based ontology, on the other hand, covered more features that potentially could be handled in the 
reviews. Initial analysis shows that neither of these ontologies are complete enough to use as a final 
product. Either it lacks some features or it covers areas that are not needed. The scientifically based 
ontology would be a more suitable choice but it still isn’t complete. It lacks some features that the 
other ontology covers but it has a base that seems related to the customer review-area.

4.3 Propose and evaluate method for ontology development
The outcome of this process is an ontology that has all the features from the two ontologies and at 
the same time utilizes the grouping created by the bottom-up creation process. It combines the 
strengths and minimizes the weaknesses from both ontologies. 
This is done by complementing the list of terms used in the first step of the scientifically grounded 
ontology development process with the features and attributes in the commercial web application. 
This complements the ontology and makes it more complete. Then, by using the experience gained 
in the first iteration of the process, this terms are translated to features and grouped in FG once 
again. An attribute that wasn’t covered in any of the ontologies was ”set-up”, therefore this feature 
was also added to the terms list. 

The biggest difference from the earlier created ontologies are, except for the added features, that the 
FG ”user-friendly” is removed and is replaced with the FG ”functionality” which holds some 
features that has been regrouped together with some new. This is done based on the experience 
gained in the earlier process of creating the scientifically grounded ontology. The FG ”general” held 
some features that was referred to in the reviews in ways that didn’t fit in the ”general” FG. 
Therefore these were grouped with controls and accessories and with some new features in a group 
which was called functionality. ”User friendliness” is now a feature that is grouped in the FG 
”Functionality”. The FG ”Standards” did not have any reviews  referring to it but it is the writers 
opinion that this still is a FG that should be relevant to this case and therefore this FG is still 
present.

The documented bottom-up process can be read in Appendix 5 and the process resulted in the 
ontology shown below.

Table 13: The ontology developed with the proposed method for ontology development
Connectivity Standards Audio Video
A/V Inputs Audio compatibility Audio quality Color
Audio Input Compatibility Bass Contrast
Audio output Online Equalizer Hertz
Connectivity Resolution Noise Image quality
I/O Standard compliant Number of speakers Noise
Inputs Video compatibility Treble Refresh rate
Other inputs Watt Resolution
Other output Sepia
Video Inputs Video Format

Image Lightning
Dynamic Contrast
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Response time
Lighting

Functionality Format/Design General Other
Controls Depth Price
Accesories Height Technic
Features Size Enviroment
Applications Weight Manual
Functions Width Quality
Multimedia Placement of I/O
Storage External color
Set-up easiness
User friendliness
After applying this ontology to Yaakubs et al. (2011) OIM the outcome is a result matrix that is 
viewable below. This process is documented in appendix 4 and have been performed in the same 
manner as earlier described.

Table 14: Result matrix with the results from when the ontology created with the proposed method 
for ontology development were applied to the OIM

Attribute

Connectivity
Standards
Audio
Video
Functionality
Format/Design
General
Other

PolarityPolarityPolarityPolarityPolarityPolarityPolarity OGC Orientation Amount of opinions
−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3

1 2 Positive 1
0 Positive 0

2 1 2 1 1 1 1 Positive 8
2 1 2 3 5 21 Positive 13
1 4 3 9 Positive 8

2 2 6 Positive 4
1 2 1 1 Positive 4

0 Positive 0

As the above model shows, the FG ”other” is now empty. That ”other” holds as few opinions as 
possible is in this case a success factor. The fact that the FG ”standards” is still empty is, on the 
other hand, a bad sign of a redundant FG. The reason that this FG had not been removed in the 
process of creating this final ontology is that the first iteration did not have enough reviews as input 
to be able to create a complete image of needed FG. This result could mean that this FG should be 
grouped under another FG, for example ”functionality”. 

As earlier mentioned the biggest success factor for this method is to minimize the amount of 
reviews in the FG ”other”. In this ontology there are no reviews under this FG and although there 
were some borderline reviews this can still be seen as a success. 
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5 Conclusion
After evaluation of the process that created this paper a process containing 5 different steps has 
been developed. This process is the conclusion of this paper and proposes a way of developing an 
ontology that can be directly applied to Yaakubs et al (2011) OIM. The process is below described 
on a general level since it has been described in detail earler in this paper.
The suggested steps for extending the OIM are as follows.
1: After determining what product is going to be tested the first step is to find documentation 
regarding this product. The products manual, professional reviews of the product and describing 
texts of the product and its features. The sources used is up to the user to choose based on the 
guidance provided by this paper and Johnson Lim et al (2009).
2: After acquiring the product information this data is run through a script that finds and ranks all 
the words in the information to find what terms is used most. The output of this step is a list of 
terms ranked according to how often they were found in the input text. 
3: This list of words are then manually analyzed to remove words that has nothing to do with 
features and to combine words that, together, can form a feature.
4: This list of words should then be combined with the features that Prisjakt.se presents as filterable 
features.
5: At this point, a complete list of terms has been created this list should now manually be processed 
with a bottom-up approach in two steps.
	
 I: Interpret these terms in to the features that they represent, for example 1080p represents 
	
 resolution.
	
 II: Group these features in ”feature groups” were, for example, resolution could be grouped 
	
 with image quality in the feature group called ”video”.
These two steps require some knowledge of the type of product that the ontology handles. 

These FG then creates the top child nodes in the ontology and this ontology can then be directly 
applied in the OIM.

Although changes to the ontology would mean that the reviews can not be compared each other this 
process needs to be iterative. My recommendation is to run this process in multiple iteration, with 
testing, before finalizing this since changes can be made in regard of groups being redundant or not 
relevant. Also home electronic products develop new features with time and because of this the 
ontologies need to develop at the same pace as as the products.
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6 Discussions

6.1 Reflections on the research method
I believe that the chosen methodology of using two widely different ways of creating an ontology, 
was the right way to go. I would have liked to have more time to study the different ways of 
developing an ontology, especially on different products. The term used to described how I have 
used the scientifically grounded methodology has always been ”inspire” and this means that I have 
not completely copied the process. I would have liked to keep more parts of this process but time 
constraints has lead me to see the need for limiting this part. The scientifically grounded method 
had support for clustering to create the connections between the features but this part had to be left 
out. To reach the aims of this paper I used a case study and I firmly believe that this was the only 
way of doing it. As I see it there are no other research methods that potentially could pick up all the 
facets of this project. Earlier work within the area is not aimed at creating an ontology for this 
purpose and most of the other methods for creating ontology has focused more on the concrete parts 
like creating an ontology for what components a product is made up of. A case study is in this case a 
flexible enough option that makes it possible to cover all the facets earlier mentioned.

6.2 Results in relation to the research question
The three objectives that was presented in the research question has been achieved in the process 
that this paper documents. Two different approaches of creating ontologies have been tested, the 
results of these approaches have been compared and analyzed and the results of this analysis have 
been used to propose a way of developing ontologies that can be applied in Yaakubs et al. (2011) 
OIM. During this process I have realized that the hard part of ontology development, in this case, is 
not to group the features in a relevant way. The hard part is to find all the features and attributes that 
a TV can have. It is in this step of the process that the ontology creator often need assistance. 

The results show that even though the commercial web application is not directly applicable as an 
ontology it is a good way of finding the features that the ontology will hold. The scientifically 
grounded method for developing an ontology is a viable way of attacking this problem but the 
creator of the ontology need to have an in-depth knowledge of the product at hand. This knowledge 
can be hard to attain but with the use of the script earlier presented combined with the commercial 
web application this need for knowledge can be minimized to some extent. 

6.3 Results in a wider context
This area of opinion mining is a relatively harmless area since no user information is stored. The 
methodology presented in this paper can however be used for other purposes than those that this 
paper involves. For example, this could be used to mine what people think of people. If this method 
would be applied to what people think of a politician or a politic party the complications could be 
big. Registration of opinions is in many countries illegal and handling of the data needs to be 
performed with this in in mind. Further more this method involves stealing other writers (the 
customers) work and using it for your benefit. Some customers might not want this and might be 
offended by the fact that this has been done. This is also something that needs to be taken in to 
account when using this technology.

The results of this paper can be used to extend the OIM. OIM is a method that can be used in many 
different ways. Quantified results showing what customers think of a product can be used by both 
companies selling och producing products and by customers wanting to do some research about the 
product they are interested in buying. Therefore the possibilities of this method is wide. Even 
though this method is a good way of handling opinions mining there are still big challenges in 
automating the process. The ontology development might not need to be automated to a full extent 
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even though it would help. The OIM on the other hand needs to be automated since the data used 
for input often come in big volumes which would take a lot of time for a human being to process. 
Therefore the potential for future scientific work is big.

This paper complements a method that has been earlier presented called the Opinion integration 
model. There are other methods for creating ontologies in the scientific community but none of 
these handle features of the product only. Some do handle features, like Johnson Lim et al (2009) 
but it does at the same time also handle parts of products and the relation between parts, features 
and different products. Other methods only handle parts but the reason for not using any of these 
methods to their full extent is because it would mean doing more work than necessary or the result 
wouldn’t be complete enough. This work fills the gap in the OIM and does this by being inspired by  
related research within the area.

6.4 Future work
Although the proposed process of creating an ontology creates a complete ontology and minimizes 
the need for domain knowledge it still requires a fairly comprehensive knowledge of the product 
and the type of product. This limits the possibilities of this process. Future work might involve a 
higher level of automation. Johnson Lims et al. (2009) method involves some automated facets that 
this paper hasn’t involved. Therefore there is a potential to incorporate more parts of the process 
which could simplify this process even more. To be able to automate the process there are some sub 
objectives that need to be achieved. There needs to be some kind of dictionary for what terms 
should be translated to what numbers in the lichert scale. In the readers eye a ”good” can mean a lot 
of different things but for the purpose of creating relevant customer grades, the term ”good” should 
always translate to the same number in the lichert scale. 

Future work might also involve developing a method for testing the OIM. Many of the applications 
that holds customer reviews also have built in functionality for grading a product on a scale much 
like this method does. For example ”Prisjakt” has, not only, written customer reviews but also a 
grade between one and five stars. The average result of the OIM could be compared to the average 
result of these stars and the results of this analysis could than be studied to see if the method shows 
the same result as the customers.
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Appendix 1: Results of scientifically grounded ontology development approach
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
HDMI
Stand Included
Wall Mount Included
Remote Included
Apps
Surround Mode
Analog Audio In
3.5mm Audio Input Jack
Analog Audio Out
SPDIF
3.5mm Headphone Jack
audio
speakers
Bass
Color
DVD
Blu-Ray
Internet
PC
contrast
controls
menu
Depth
Equalizer
Height
60Hz
RS-232C
image
quality
video
display
motion
inputs
ports
Noise
Number of Speakers
Online Features
USB
Ethernet
Wi-Fi
Zigbee
DLNA
Bluetooth
price
cheaper
MSRP
affordable
Price
Refresh Rate
HDTV
1080p
HD

A/V Inputs Connectivity Standards Audio Video
Accesories A/V Inputs Audio compatibility Audio quality Color
Accesories Audio Input Compatibility Bass Contrast
Accesories Audio output Online Equalizer Hertz
Applications Connectivity Resolution Noise Image quality
Audio compatibility I/O Standard compliant Number of speakers Noise
Audio Input Inputs Treble Refresh rate
Audio Input Other inputs Watt Resolution
Audio output Other output Sepia
Audio output Video Inputs Video Format
Audio output
Audio quality User-friendly Format General Other
Audio quality Controls Depth Price
Bass Accesories Height Technic
Color Size Multimedia
Compatibility Weight Storage
Compatibility Width Applications
Compatibility
Connectivity
Contrast
Controls
Controls
Depth
Equalizer
Height
Hertz
I/O
Image quality
Image quality
Image quality
Image quality
Image quality
Input
Inputs
Noise
Number of speakers
Online
Other inputs
Other inputs
Other inputs
Other inputs
Other inputs
Other output
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Refresh rate
Resolution
Resolution
Resolution
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Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
Resolution
sepia
Size
ISF
Format
SD Card
CF Card
MMC
MemoryStick
USB
USB Number
Firewire
LCD
Hz
3D
Display Technology
Backlighting
Treble
Aspect Ratio
Component Video In
S-Video
Composite Video
VGA
DVI
EX-LINK
Speaker Wattage
Weight
Width
Photo Playback Ability
Music Playback Ability
Video Playback Ability

Resolution
Sepia
Size
Standard compliant
Standard compliant
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Technic
Technic
Technic
Technic
Technic
Treble
Video Format
Video Inputs
Video Inputs
Video Inputs
Video Inputs
Video Inputs
Video Inputs
Watt
Weight
Width
Other media
Other media
Other media
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Appendix 2: Results of commercially grounded ontology development approach
General Connections Video Decoders Design/Dimension

Energy class Audio inputs PIP Image support Ext color
THX Audio outputs Image format Audio support Width
TV-rec analog Power input Back/edge-light Audio standards Depth
TV-rec digital Video input Contrast Video support Height
Price A/V-input Color depth DVR Weight
Power Consumption Placement of I/O Dynamic contrast

Storage ports Type of panel
Response time
Refresh rate
Resolution
Image size
Backlight

Functions/comm Compatibility Storage Audio Enviroment Other
Applications Hertz Harddrive Speakers Enviromentally safe
Other functions Video frequency Memory card Audio support
Wifi DLNA DVD
LAN 3D Blu-ray
Remote control HD

2D to 3D
3D glasses
Video format
Subtitles
VESA-mount
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Appendix 3: Application of Yaakubs et al. (2011) OIM
Step 1 Step 2Step 2 Step 3 Comm. OntologyStep 3 Comm. Ontology Step 3 Scient. OntologyStep 3 Scient. Ontology
Review

The set up is fairly easy although I found the 
manual to be lacking in more detail.
The set up is fairly easy although I found the 
manual to be lacking in more detail.

The HD picture is just AWESOME
The sound is better than good, but not great.
It's a nice, no-frills TV
Set-up was easy
The picture offers numerous presets and lots 
of adjustments.
The sound is the only thing I'm not content 
with.
compared to those of the past its a great unit
I like this unit because of the features and the 
productivity of the unit itself
the video board has multiple inputs and 
outputs,
rendering seems to work out very nicely for 
regular HD, as well as Blu Ray
Had a little trouble attaching the stand to this 
as the screws included were too short.
The remote is nice as well.
Nice picture but not great.
this is probably one of the cheapest 42' LCD 
TV out there in the cyber world
The image are good but not as good when 
compared to a prior Sharp Aquos LCD Tv i 
used to own.
For some reason, the image does not "pop" 
and lacks the clarity and crisp that higher end 
LCD TV has to offer
To reiterate, the picture quality is definitely 
good... Just not great
beautiful detail and the price is very, very 
affordable
beautiful detail and the price is very, very 
affordable

Easy to set up and very easy to useEasy to set up and very easy to use

Excellent picture quality and the sound is very 
good.
Excellent picture quality and the sound is very 
good.

The setup directions are not good
It is an amazing picture!
Excellent value for the money
the 37" is the perfect size for my apartment. It 
doesn't overwhelm the room
Very good image quality
Good amount and variety of conectionsGood amount and variety of conections

Sturdy base with swivel
pretty lightweight and easily wallmountablepretty lightweight and easily wallmountable

Contrast ratio could be a little higher
Too bad it isn't a little bit thinner but its not 
that thick at all
No actual buttons on the TV itself, you must 
use a remote

Attribute Polarity Feature Polarity Feature Polarity
Set up Fairly Easy Other 1 Other 1
Manual Lacking detail Other −1 Other −1
HD Picture Awesome, BeautiVideo 3 Video 3
Sound Bet good and greatAudio 2 Audio 2
TV Nice, no-frills General 1 General 1
Set up Easy Other 2 Other 2
Adjustments Lots Functions/Comm 2 User-friendliness 2

Sound Not content withAudio −1 Audio −1

Unit Great General 3 General 3
Features Good Functions/Comm 1 General 1

I/O Multiple Connections 2 Connectivity 2

HD Renderingvery nicely Video 2 Video 2

Stand Attachm.Troubling Other −2 User-friendliness −2

Remote Nice Functions/Comm 1 User-friendliness 1
Picture Bet nice and greatVideo 2 Video 2
Price Cheapest General 3 General 3

Image not as good as comp.Video −1 Video −1

Image not as good as comp.Video −1 Video −1

Picture Bet good and greatVideo 2 Video 2

Picture DetailBeatiful Video 2 Video 2
Price Affordable General 1 General 1
Set up Easy Other 2 Other 2
User-FriendlyEasy Other 2 User-friendliness 2
Picture QualityExcellent Video 3 Video 3
Sound Very Good Audio 2 Audio 2
Set up directionsnot good Other −1 Other −1
Picture Amazing Video 3 Video 3
Value for moneyExcellent General 3 General 3
Size Perfect Design/Dim 3 Format 3

Image QualityVery good Video 2 Video 2
Conn amountGood Connections 1 Connectivity 1

Conn Variety Good Connections 1 Connectivity 1

Base Sturdy Other 1 User-friendliness 1
Weight Light Design/Dim 1 Format 1
WallmountableEasy Other 2 User-friendliness 2
Contrast ratiocould be higher Video −1 Video −1
Size-depth thick Design/Dim −1 Format −1

Buttons Lacks on tv Functions/Comm −1 User-friendliness −1
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Appendix 4: Application of Yaakubs et al. (2011) OIM on the ontology developed with 
the proposed method.

Step 1 Step 2Step 2 Step 3Step 3
Review

Very nice TV for the price
TV works well
TV looks nice
It looks good with off-air digital TV, and with a DVD 
player
It looks good with off-air digital TV, and with a DVD 
player

The sound is only about average
decent sound without having to buy an external surround 
sound system
The picture is outstanding
setup was easy
Sound is good to quite good
Even photos displayed from our modest point-and-shoot 
Canon are great
Excellent with Blu-ray.
The picture is stunning, and the size is just right.The picture is stunning, and the size is just right.

With attenna TV it takes a while getting used to 
programming and re-programming channels that decide 
to come in that week
The only complaints I have are if you switch to power-
save mode, the screen gets pretty dark and makes it look 
like the set is getting ready to die on you
And the speakers are not that loud on some channels.
It is the right size for my mobile home, the sound is 
terrific, and the overall look is impressive
It is the right size for my mobile home, the sound is 
terrific, and the overall look is impressive
It is the right size for my mobile home, the sound is 
terrific, and the overall look is impressive

 it was pretty easy to set up.
The Blu-Ray looks fantastic.
The HD channels don't like as good, but they still are 
decent.
The picture and sound are great.The picture and sound are great.

I strongly recommend this TV for anyone looking for 
quality all the way around
Easy to set up and connect all the gadgets to
very easy to connect and set up
However, the owner's manual and CD are terrible
Very good basic screen images and sound of TV speakers 
are decent enough
Very good basic screen images and sound of TV speakers 
are decent enough

I love that it plays most video file types via a flash drive.I love that it plays most video file types via a flash drive.

The picture quality is not the best
Resolution is great and I like that it has touchscreen 
buttons in the front to turn on and off, volume, channel 
and input

Resolution is great and I like that it has touchscreen 
buttons in the front to turn on and off, volume, channel 
and input
the picture looks fantastic.
They could use some bass

Attribute Polarity Feature Polarity
TV Very nice General 2
TV Works well General 1
TV look nice Format/design 1
Digital tv rec img looks good Video 1
DVD img Looks good Video 1
Sound about average Audio 0
Sound decent Audio −1

picture outstanding Video 3
setup easy Functionality 1
sound good to quite good Audio 1
photo display great Functionality 2

Blu-ray img excellent Video 3
Picture Stunning Video 3
Size just right Format/design 2
programming takes a while Functionality −1

Image pretty dark Video −1

Spekers not that loud Audio −2
Size Right Format/design 1
Sound terrific Audio 3
overall look impressive Format/design 2
set up easy Functionality 1
Blu-ray img fantastic Video 3
Hd image not good, decent Video 0

Picture great Video 2
Sound great Audio 2
Quality good General 1

Setup easy Functionality 1
Seup very easy Functionality 2
Owners manual terrible General −3
image very good Video 2
Sound decent enough Audio 0
Video file types plays most Functionality 2
Usb-flash compatiblelove it Connectivity 2
Picture quality not the best Video −1
Resolution great Video 2
Controls like it Functionality 1

Picture fantastic Video 3
Bass bad Audio −2
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Appendix 5: Process and results of the proposed method for ontology development
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
HDMI
Stand Included
Wall Mount Included
Remote Included
Apps
Surround Mode
Analog Audio In
3.5mm Audio Input Jack
Analog Audio Out
SPDIF
3.5mm Headphone Jack
audio
speakers
Bass
Color
DVD
Blu-Ray
internet
PC
contrast
controls
menu
Depth
Equalizer
Height
60Hz
RS-232C
image
quality
video
display
motion
inputs
ports
Noise
Number of Speakers
Online Features
USB
Ethernet
Wi-Fi
Zigbee
DLNA
Bluetooth
price
cheaper
MSRP
affordable
Price
Refresh Rate
HDTV
1080p
HD

A/V Inputs Connectivity Standards Audio Video
Accesories A/V Inputs Audio compatibility Audio quality Color
Accesories Audio Input Compatibility Bass Contrast
Accesories Audio output Online Equalizer Hertz
Applications Connectivity Resolution Noise Image quality
Audio compatibility I/O Standard compliant Number of speakers Noise
Audio Input Inputs Video compatibility Treble Refresh rate
Audio Input Other inputs Watt Resolution
Audio output Other output Sepia
Audio output Video Inputs Video Format
Audio output Image Lightning
Audio quality Dynamic Contrast
Audio quality Reponse time
Bass Lighting
Color Functionality Format/Design General Other
Compatibility Controls Depth Price
Compatibility Accesories Height Technic
Compatibility Features Size Enviroment
Connectivity Applications Weight
Contrast Functions Width
Controls Multimedia Placement of I/O
Controls Storage External color
Depth Set-up easiness
Equalizer User friendliness
Height
Hertz
I/O
Image quality
Image quality
Image quality
Image quality
Image quality
Input
Inputs
Noise
Number of speakers
Online
Other inputs
Other inputs
Other inputs
Other inputs
Other inputs
Other output
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Refresh rate
Resolution
Resolution
Resolution
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Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
Resolution
sepia
Size
ISF
Format
SD Card
CF Card
MMC
MemoryStick
USB
USB Number
Firewire
LCD
Hz
3D
Display Technology
Backlighting
Treble
Aspect Ratio
Component Video In
S-Video
Composite Video
VGA
DVI
EX-LINK
Speaker Wattage
Weight
Width
Photo Playback Ability
Music Playback Ability
Video Playback Ability
Power input
Placement of I/O
Storage ports
Energy class
THX
TV-rec analog
TV-rec digital
Price
Power Consumption
PIP
Image format
Back/edge-light
Contrast
Color depth
Dynamic contrast
Response time
Refresh rate
Resolution
Image size
Backlight
Image support
Audio support

Resolution
Sepia
Size
Standard compliant
Standard compliant
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Technic
Technic
Technic
Technic
Technic
Treble
Video Format
Video Inputs
Video Inputs
Video Inputs
Video Inputs
Video Inputs
Video Inputs
Watt
Weight
Width
Other media
Other media
Other media
Other inputs
Placement of I/O
Storage
Enviroment
Audio compatibility
Image quality ana
Image quality dig
Price
Enviroment
Features
Video Format
Image Lightning
Contrast
Color depth
Dynamic Contrast
Reponse time
Refresh rate
Resolution
Video Format
Lighting
Video compatibility
Audio compatibility
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Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
Audio standards
Video support
DVR
Ext color
Width
Depth
Height
Weight
Applications
Other functions
Wifi
LAN
Hertz
2D to 3D
3D glasses
Video format
Subtitles
VESA-mount
Harddrive
Memory card
Enviromentally safe
Speakers
Audio support
Set-up
User friendliness

Audio compatibility
Video compatibility
Image quality
External color
Width
Depth
Height
Weight
Applications
Other functions
Other inputs
Other inputs
Hertz
Features
Accesories
Video Format
Features
Accesories
Storage
Storage
Enviroment
Audio quality
Audio compatibility
Set-up easiness
User friendliness
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